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Abstract: The optimal planning of details mechanical processing is a key problem, directly affecting the 

productivity and efficiency of the activity of a machine building company. The combinatorial character of the 

problems, connected with schedules creating, requires the formulation and solution of a corresponding 

optimization problem. The paper considers the problem of defining the optimal time sharing of corpus details 

processing for М500 metal processing machine. Some optimization problems, corresponding to two technologic 

processing sequences, have been formulated and solved in the paper presented. The results of the digital 

experiments are shown and the corresponding production schedules are presented 
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I. Introduction 
The production activities are complex, dynamic, stochastic systems. Since the beginning of the 

organized production, the workers, engineers and managers have developed very intelligent and practical ways 

to control the production activity. Many manufacturers generate and update the production schedules that 

perform the plans determining when to execute given controllable activities. The production schedules 

coordinate the activities with the purpose to increase the productivity and to minimize the operational expenses. 

The production schedule may identify any conflicts in the resources, control the start  of given activities in the 

production department, ensure on-time orders of the necessary raw materials, determine whether the 

requirements for the terms are met and identify the time periods for preventive support. 

Two key problems in production planning are ―priority‖ and ―capacity‖. In other words, ―What is to be 

accomplished first‖ and ―Who must do it?‖ questions. Graphics is defined as ―determining the time of execution 

of a given problem‖ and it is noticed that there are several types of planning in the production companies, 

including the determination of a detailed schedule that shows when a given operation must be started and 

finished. Detailed planning is defined as ―current determination of the dates for starting and completion of 

operations or groups of operations, so that to point out when they have to be executed, in order to keep to the 

production order‖. This is familiar as planning of operations, planning of the order or creating a production 

schedule. The present paper deals with this sort of planning. 

Unfortunately, many manufacturers have non-efficient production schedules. They produce articles and 

provide them to their clients, but use incorrect collection of independent schedules that are often ignored, 

organize periodic meetings, where irrelevant information is shared, include expeditors, that come from one crisis 

into another, and ad-hoc decisions made by persons, who cannot observe the whole system. The systems of 

production planning rely on decision makers, but many of them need help in working out plans under real 

conditions. 

The computerized schedules design might help the manufacturers improve their everyday work, 

respond quickly to the users’ requests and create realistic plans, but their success requires the use of techniques, 

accounting the constraints and their integration with other production planning systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. These 

schedules use the conditions in a production workshop, as well as the requirements towards already produced 

orders. Nevertheless, only 25 % of the companies have used planning with constraints for a part or for all of 

their operations. The integration is also difficult. Just 48 % of the companies have declared that the computer 

planning system has received data automatically by other systems, 30 % have answered, that a great part of the 

data are manually entered and  21 %   that all the data are manually entered. 

 

II. Problem Formulation 
The control of the production process includes all the activities that have to be realized, in order to plan 

correctly the resources distribution and achieve its purposes. This includes information usage of the time 

duration of the production process, the time duration of the separate operations, the available production 

resources (machines, specialists, materials), the existing constraints, etc. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. This information is 

used in order to define the time moments of starting and completing of every operation, the sequence of 
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operations, the routes of the details among the processing machines, i.e., to prepare a production plan, subject to 

all the requirements and constraints. 

 

Table 1 
No Detail name Materaial Technologic operations Time, hours Machine 

1 Basis Cast 

 cutter 1 8 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

 drilling-cutting 1 6 Coord. Mach. VTEC 

 drilling 6 Borverg with CNC MicroCUT 

2 Column Cast 

 cutter 1 8 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

 drilling-cutting 1 10 Coord. Mach. VTEC 

 drilling 6 Borwerg with CNC MicroCUT 

3 Frog Cast 

 cutter 1 8 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

 cutter  2 8 Horizontal cutter with СNC 

 drilling-cutting 1 8 Coord. Mach. VTEC 

 drilling 4 Borverg with  CNC MicroCUT 

4 Sledge on Z Cast 

 drilling-cutting 3 4 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

 cutter 3 1 Coord. Mach. VTEC 

 drilling-cutting 2 2 Horizontal cutter with СNC 

5 Mass Cast 

 cutter 1 4 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

 drilling-cutting 1 12 Coord. Mach. VTEC 

 drilling-cutting 2 4 Horizontal cutter with СNC 

 polishing 8 Sclaifhobel 

6 Mandril box Cast 
 drilling-cutting 3 6 Coord. Mach. Mikromat 

drilling-cutting 2 8 Horizontal cutter with  СNC 

7 Shop V-shaped  Cast 
 cutter 2 6 Horizontal cutter with СNC 

 drilling-cutting 4 8 Borverg with CNC MicroCUT 

 

It is desirable that this production plan will be the best possible (optimal) with respect to certain 

criteria. The development of modern computer techniques and the scientific achievements in operation research 

field have enabled the use of efficient mathematical tools and methods in reaching the purpose above described 

[6, 8, 11, 12, 13]. The paper presents the results of the optimal schedule of mechanic processing of corpus 

details on М500В metal processing machine. 

 

III. Description of The Problems In The Production of Metal Cutting And Metal Processing 

Machines With The Help of A Digital Processing Device (DPD) 
In the company production on metal cutting and metal processing machines with DPD, one of the most 

important and crucial moments, referring to the purposes planned, is connected with processing of the corpus 

details. These details are seven, they present large size casts with weight up to several hundred kilograms, used 

in the production of all machines with DPD. Each one of them is ordered in specialized casting companies that 

are outside the company-manufacturer. 

Before being used in machine mounting, the corpus details must be processed respectively. According 

to the technological plan, shown in Table 1, these processing manipulations require nine operations totally and 

are executed on five types of machines, indicated in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 
Machine No  Machines Operations Operation No 

1 Coord. Mach. Micromat 
Cutter 1 

Drilling-cutting 3 

1 

2 

2 Coord. Mach. VTEC 
Drilling-cutting 1 
Cutter 3 

3 
4 

3 Horizontal cutter with СNC 
Cutter 2 

Drilling-cutting  2 

5 

6 

4 
Borverg with CNC 
MicroCUT 

Drilling 
Drilling-cutting 4 

7 
8 

5 Schlaifhobel Polishing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              9 

 

The main problems, connected with corpus details processing, are as follows: 

  Since they are ordered for casting in other companies, it is necessary to determine the moment of their 

delivery. Their early delivery leads to overloading of the store areas and freezing of the financial resources. 

Their late delivery causes a delay in machines mounting and respective financial penalties. 

  The determination of the delivery time moments must be connected with the schedule of their processing. 

Since most of the details are on one and the same machines, and the corresponding operations have 

different duration, the processing schedule must consider this. 
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  There exists also a technological sequence of details processing, as shown in Table 1 and the production 

must be coordinated with it as well. 

  The machines used for processing given in Table 2, must be completely loaded and thus minimize their 

non-production time. 

 The corpus details are significant and expensive details and the non-efficient organization of their 

processing causes non-efficiency that makes the production of metal cutting and metal processing machines 

with the help of DPD in ―RAIS‖ company expensive. 

The problems above described can be solved controlling the production process using efficient and 

optimal production schedules of corpus details processing. 

 

IV. Formulation of An Optimization Problem For Mechanical Processing of Corpus Details on 

M500 Machine 
Every corpus detail passes a given number of operations with a certain sequence and duration (Table 

1). It is necessary to determine the minimal total time of processing of all details, the initial time moments of 

starting and completing of each operation, as well as the minimal possible total duration of the whole process. 

For this purpose a linear programming optimization problem is formulated and solved.  

Using Table 1, Table 2 and the denotations introduced: 

  Х1E, Х2E, Х3E, Х4E, Х5E, Х6E, Х7E – time moments of completion of the processing of details from 1 up to 7; 

  Х11, Х12, Х14, – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 1 on machines 1, 2 and 4 respectively; 

  Х21, Х22, Х24, – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 2 on machines 1, 2 and 4 respectively; 

 Х31, Х33, Х32, Х34, – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 3 on machines 1, 3q 2 and 4 

respectively; 

 
Fig.1. Solution of problem 1 Time scheduling of the details processed in a sequence: 

D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 

 

  Х41, Х42, Х43 – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 4 on machines 1, 2 and 3 respectively; 

 Х51, Х52, Х53, Х55 – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 5 on machines 1, 2, 3 and 5 

respectively; 

  Х61, Х63 – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 6 on machines 1 and 3 respectively; 

  Х73, Х74 – time moments of beginning of the processing of detail 7 on machines 3 and 4 respectively; 

 

The following linear programming optimization is formulated: 

(1) min (X1E+X2E+X3E+X4E+X5E+X6E+X7E),  

Under constrains, presenting the sequence of processing operations, i.e., the dependences of each subsequent 

operation on the duration of the preceding one: 

(2)  Х12 – Х11  8  – for detail 1 on machine 2, 

(3)  Х14 – Х12  6 – for detail 1 on machine 4, 

(4)  X1E – Х14  6 – end of the processing of detail 1,  

(5)  Х22 – Х21  8 – for detail 2 on machine 2, 

(6)   Х24 – Х22  10 – for detail 2 on machine 4, 

(7)       X2E – Х24  6 – end of the processing of detail 2,  

(8)       Х33 – Х31  8 – for detail 3 on machine 3, 
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(9)       Х32 – Х33  8 – for detail 3 on machine 3, 

(10) Х34 – Х32  8 – for detail 3 on machine 4, 

(11) X3E – Х34  4  – end of the processing of detail 3,  

(12) Х42 – Х41  4 – for detail 4 on machine 4, 

(13) Х43 – Х42  1 – for detail 4 on machine 3, 

(14) X4E – Х43  2 – end of the processing of detail 4,  

(15) Х52 – Х51  4 – for detail 5 on machine 2, 

(16) Х53 – Х52  12  – for detail 5 on machine 3, 

(17) Х55 – Х53  4 – for detail 5 on machine 5, 

(18) X5E – Х55  8 – end of the processing of detail 5,  

(19) Х63 – Х61  6 – for detail 6 on machine 3, 

(20) X6E – Х63  8 – end of the processing of detail 6,  

(21) Х74 – Х73  6 – for detail 7 on machine 4, 

(21) Х74 – Х73  6 – for detail 7 on machine 4, 

 

 
Fig.2. Solution of problem 1а Scheduling of the details processed in a sequence: 

D1 and D7, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 
 

And constraints, presenting the machines occupancy in a given sequence of processing of several details 

(according to Table 1) on one and the same machine: 

(23) X21 – X11  8 – detail 2 waits for detail 1 on machine 1,  

(24) X31 – X21  8 – detail 3 waits for detail 2 on machine1,  

(25) X41 – X31  8 – detail 4 waits for detail 3 on machine 1,  

(26) X51 – X41  4 – detail 5 waits for detail 4 on machine 1,  

(27) X61 – X51  4 – detail 6 waits for detail 5 on machine 1,  

(28) X22 – X12  6 – detail 2 waits for detail 1 on machine,  

(29) X32 – X22  10 – detail 3 waits for detail 2 on machine 2,  

(30) X42 – X32  8 – detail 4 waits for detail 3 on machine 2,  

(31) X52 – X42  1 – detail 5 waits for detail 4 on machine 2,  

(32) X43 – X33  8 – detail 4 waits for detail 3 on machine 3,  

(33) X53 – X43  2 – detail 5 waits for detail 4 on machine 3,  

(34) X63 – X53  4 – detail 6 waits for detail 5 on machine 3,  

(35) Х73 – Х63  8 – detail 7 waits for detail 6 on machine 3,  

(36) X24 – X14  6 – detail 2 waits for detail 1 on machine 4,  

(37) X34 – X24  6 – detail 3 waits for detail 2 on machine 4,  

(38) Х74 – Х34  4 – detail 7 waits for detail 3 on machine 4.  
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The total duration of processing of all corpus details Т can be computed, subtracting from the time of 

completion of the last detail, the initial time of processing of the first detail, i.e.: 

(39) Т = max (XiE) – min (Xi1), for i=1, ... , 7. 

 

The linear optimization problem thus formulated could be solved using any of the software systems, 

applied in the solution of such problems. In this case LINGO software program of LINDO Ltd company is used. 

Having in mind that the final purpose is obtaining the respective production schedule, it is appropriate to present 

the problem solution graphically. 

The graphic presentation of the solution obtained is shown in Fig. 1. 

It can be seen from the solution of problem 1 that the total time of completion of the processing of the corpus 

details is T = 79 hours. 

According to the technological plan from Table 1, detail 7 must wait for the end of processing detail 6 

on machine 3 and of detail 3 on machine 4. After analysis of the solution obtained it could be noticed that since 

the first processing of detail 7 is on machine 3, which is free up to the time when detail 3 does not complete the 

preceding processes, it is possible that detail 7 will not to be limited by the processing of details 3 and 6. This 

leads to transformation of problem 1 into problem 1a, removing constraints (35) and (38). The graphic 

presentation of the solution of problem 1a is shown in Fig. 2. 

As seen from the solution obtained, this modification of the initial problem leads to decrease of the 

total time of process completion when working on corpus details up to Т = 65 hours. 

 

V. Conclusions 
In the current practice of the company, the corpus details processing is accomplished subsequently, 

every following detail waiting for the completion of the processing of the former detail (according to Table 1) 

and it takes totally about 135 hours. Solving the formulated optimization problem 1, this time is decreased to 79 

hours. The modification of problem 1 into problem 1а, that allows simultaneous processing of detail 1 and detail 

7 leads to the decrease of the total time of processing from 79 up to 65 hours. 

Having in mind the present status of the corpus details preparation, and the results from the solutions of 

the formulated optimization problems, it could be concluded that the approach used is appropriate and efficient. 

The application of the determined production schedules in the practice of the machine building company will 

determine the direction of the future investigations in improvement of the optimization approach being 

developed. 
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